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Introduction
The study is a discourse analysis of media representation and audience interaction

about an environmental issue on social media in the Chinese context. From the discourse

perspective of media representation, the study concretes upon discourse of Chinese haze

problems on social media -- Weibo, a Chinese Twitter. Generally, studies about

environmental issues, research of social media as well as investigation of discourse analysis

have proliferated in recent years. However, research which investigates media discourse, as

well as the public discourse of haze problems in the Chinese context through conducting

critical discourse analysis (CDA), is insufficient.

Firstly, the study investigates how People Daily constructs discourse about haze problems on

Weibo based on CDA theories. Secondly, it also focuses on audience’s interaction, and seeks

to find out in what way are the discourses of People Daily strengthened, negotiated or

opposed through audience interaction in the case of haze problem onWeibo. Quantitative

mapping of the contents, critical discourse analysis of People Daily's discourses as well as

qualitative analysis of audience interaction will be conducted in the study. The following will

firstly address background information about Chinese media situation and explain why I

choose the topic. Secondly, it will offer background information about specific items of the

topic including haze problems, Chinese social media -- Weibo and People Daily. Then it will

present research aims and questions, a review of previous studies about environmental issue,

media representation, social media as well as critical discourse analysis. The theoretical

frame will be presented after reviewing previous studies, it will introduce relevant theories in

the section. Then the paper will present methodologies and materials of the study. After that,

it will examine quantitative mapping of the selected contents and analyze haze-related

discourse of People Daily and audience interaction. Finally, it will conclude the results and

thesis.

Background of Chinese media situations
Strict censorship and poor media situations have remained for a long time in China.

According to the 2016 World Press Freedom Index, China constantly ranks fifth from the

bottom, 176th among 180 countries, just above the Syria, Turkmenistan, Eritrea and North

Korea (Reporters Without Borders, 2016). Media organizations are completely controlled by

authorities, audiences have seldom chance to engage in public discussions, voice for

themselves and interact with official media or power. It is rare to read an in-depth

investigative news report in China. Orders were issued daily, imposing significant restrictions

on the media's efforts to fulfill their role as watchdogs (International Federation of
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Journalists, 2012). Overseas journalists in China also experience challenges, the authorities

used the content of news reports to determine which journalists' working visas would be

renewed (International Federation of Journalists, 2013). Besides, most of the overseas social

media are blocked in China, including Facebook, Twitter, Google and so on. The report of the

International Federation of Journalists (IFJ) gives explanations, it concludes that the

Chinese authorities' philosophy as applied to media management is "I can, but you cannot."

It means that the blood kin of the Party, that is only the Chinese official media can report, but

those that are considered to have deviated from the Party cannot as the Party has to control

the media tightly, direct public opinions and monopolize discourses (International

Federation of Journalists, 2012). Audiences in China are used to be "silent majority".

However, the Internet and social media have gradually changed the situation. When faced

with new media, the Party has responded with increased confidence and dealt with the

situation much more smoothly than how it behaved before, their control has not been as

effective on the internet (International Federation of Journalists, 2012). As on social media,

not only professional journalists or media have the power to produce news and discourse,

each audience is able to be a producer of information, hence, audiences have access to a lot of

information, and probably some information may "deviate from the Party". Moreover, they

also gain chances to interact with media, correlation between audiences and media has

changed from one-way communication to interactive communication. As a result, social

media has become a mega media source and power and somehow heightens the difficulty of

controlling social media. From a certain perspective, social media prompts public discourse

and engagements about different types of issues. Due to the strict control of media and poor

freedom of press as well as expression freedom, undoubtedly, emergence of social media has

great impact on Chinese media situation.

Based on this situation and background, I seek to find out what is the change through

discourse analysis. I prefer to bring environmental issues to the realm of communication and

investigate discourse about environmental issues because media plays a central role in

shaping citizen's understandings of environmental risks (Olausson, 2011: 282). More exactly,

as Virakul (2015) stated, human society is facing many serious challenges now, the well-being

of human civilization may be severely endangered if current challenges are not addressed in

time (Virakul. 2015). We could suggest that media is closely linked to the environmental risks

as it can construct media discourse and influencing public opinions and understanding about

environmental problems. Notably, in recent decades, development of the environmental

protection cannot be separated from the support by the media as new technologies have

provided more platforms for environmental communication, (Zhao & Bin. 2013). Namely,

new media facilitates environmental communication as it is can offer more real-time
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information about environmental issues and encourage the information spread rapidly. So, it

could not only easily gain public attentions of environmental issues, but also provide

platforms for more individuals to present their opinions and prompt public engagement

about environmental issues. In order to make the study more specific, in terms of

environmental issues, I choose haze problem as my case. And in terms of social media, I

concrete upon the Chinese Twitter -- Weibo. However, there are a significant number of

Weibo accounts and it is unrealistic to focus on all Weibo accounts and find out how they talk

about the issue. Most of the mass media organizations have their own account and release

news on Weibo every day, including official media. Therefore, I would focus on the account of

a mainstream media -- People Daily. Reasons of why I choose haze problems, Weibo and

People Daily would be addressed in the following background sections. Besides, as I stated

above, I seek to identify what is the change, I would also pay attention to audience interaction

as the change and influence of social media cannot be separated from audiences. Namely, the

study is to investigate how People Daily constructs discourse of haze problems onWeibo and

how these discourses are strengthened, negotiated, or opposed by the audience interaction in

case of haze issues onWeibo, so as to identify what happen or change through the discourses

of haze problem. As probably most of the readers are not familiar with the Chinese

environmental situations and Chinese media, I will present background information about

them to explain what they are and why I choose these cases.

Background of air pollution and haze problems in China
The worldwide environmental situation is deteriorating gradually many countries or areas

are suffering environmental catastrophes, notably developing countries like China. According

to the 2016 EPI (Environmental Performance Index), China ranks 109th among 180

countries, and air pollution it is the most serious environmental problem in China

(Environmental Performance Index, 2016). Since 2008, the American Embassy in Beijing

started releasing information about air quality on its Twitter account, "haze" has become one

of the main issues in China. Haze is a kind of air pollutant which is composed of PM 2.5

particles (particles with an aerodynamic diameter of 2.5 ųm or less). It derives from coal

emissions, vehicular emissions, industrial emissions, forest and agricultural fires (Smog,

n.d.). It has negative impacts on human health. According to the United States

Environmental Protection Agency, exposure to PM2.5 can cause lung and heart problems like

irregular heartbeat, decreased lung function, difficulty breathing and aggravated asthma (The

United States Environmental Protection Agency, n.d.). Unfortunately, it has become more

and more severe in China and increasingly common in different areas. In 2013 January, haze

has covered more than 30 provinces in China, around 600 million people suffered from haze

problems and were influenced by haze. In a word, haze as a primary air problem, it has
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become one of the major concerns in China in recent years, which has been widely discussed.

In fact, many cities of other countries have experienced severe air pollution, such us London

and Los Angeles. However, there is no other country suffers air pollution to the same degree

as China (Tvinnereim, Liu & Jamelske, 2017: 401). I would like to choose this case because:

firstly, as Yang et al. (2013) stated, China haze problem is an ideal case for investigating this

kind of topic as it is the world's largest greenhouse gas emitter while suffering from severe air

pollution (Yang et al. 2013). Secondly, it arouses attentions and discussions of individuals,

media, and governments and it is a hotly debated issue on Weibo, many netizens express

their opinions about the issue on Weibo as well as media organizations construct discourse

about the issue. So, it is suitable to do discourse analysis of media and audiences. Finally,

research about haze problems in China is not rather sufficient, moreover, most of the

haze-related studies are conducted in Mandarin, which is difficult to be applied or reviewed

by researchers those who speak other languages. These all motivate me to focus on haze

issue.

Background of Chinese social media and Weibo
The rise of Internet and social media has changed the field of media representation and

discourse, including an explosion in public voice and information sharing on social media

(Bruce, 2016: 361). Social media is the platform which audiences can show their opinions and

participate in public discussion. In China, Chinese social media has also transformed the

ways of gaining and disseminating information. One of the most popular Chinese social

media platforms is Weibo. It is served as the Chinese Twitter, based on information sharing

and spreading, it has almost eight times the users of Twitter and had 222 million subscribers

and 100 million daily users by the third quarter of 2015 (Freier, 2015). Users of Weibo can

post or repost messages, photos, videos and interact with others. The motivations of selecting

Weibo for my study is that it is a rich and timely information source regarding air pollution

issues in China (Shike. et al. 2014). In the case of haze problems, Weibo provides most of

real-time information and it is a platform which contains both media discourse and public

discourse about haze issues. It enables audiences to present their opinions and engage in

discussions about haze problems. Besides, it has also become one of the main information

sources of haze issue due to its convenience and rapidity of producing information. In a word,

Weibo plays an important role in haze problem. Another crucial reason is that Weibo is the

only platform that audiences communicate with media directly because of its openness.

Background of People Daily
This paper focuses on the case of People Daily, the mainstream and official media of China

and also one of the ten biggest newspapers in the world. People Daily started to post
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information on Weibo since 2012 and owns more than 50 million followers. The haze-related

discourse of People Daily onWeibo will be conducted to do critical discourse analysis. There

are two reasons motivate me to focus on People Daily. Firstly, it is one of the main official

media organizations in China, as the IFJ reported said, People Daily is served as "the blood

kin of the Party" in China, which is considered to represent the Party and is tightly controlled

by the party. Namely, People Daily is also a tool of governments to monopolize discourses

and direct public opinions in the case of haze problem, so its haze-related discourse could

examine what opinions that governments decide to build up. Secondly, it is a great media

organization and has significant influences in the Chinese society. According to agenda

setting theory, those in power suit their agendas and distract attention from those that

undermine them and it influences or determines the terms and scope of public debate

(Chandler & Munday, 2011). Hence, People Daily as a mainstream media organization, it has

enough power to set agenda. It means that it is capable to affect what audiences think about

haze problems. Finally, People Daily owns a great number of readers and followers on Weibo,

so from the perspective of audiences, we can find out how audiences react to its discourse and

agenda and identify the public perceptions about haze issue through this case.

Aim and research questions
The research examines the following questions:

1. How does People Daily construct discourse of haze issue onWeibo?

2. In what way are the discourses strengthened, negotiated or opposed through audience

interaction?

In a word, the study is a discourse analysis of media representation and audience interaction

about an environmental issue on social media in the Chinese context. In the introduction I

indicated the motivations of choosing the case of haze issue, Weibo and People Daily. In

terms of this study, there are several motivations. Firstly, the special form of social media

motivates me to explore social media, that is the "social" part of social media. Social media

could be defined as a combination of "social" and "media". The "social" part refers to

interacting with other people by receiving information from them and sharing information

with them (Nations, 2017). Interacting with others based on information sharing is the

special form of social media. As I stated above, it is a interactive communication in a large

scope. This is the special form that social media has but other kinds of media do not have. So

I decided to focus on social media rather than other kinds of media. Secondly, social media

has changed daily life of Chinese people including myself, as most of Chinese have never

experienced an open media situation, so I am interested in it. Besides, I want to conduct a

research which is connective to my life rather than just a paper, hence I prefer to investigate
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something that is relevant and I most concerned, that is, social media and environmental

problems. Finally, analyzing representations or discourse of an environmental problem can

reveal the underlying biases and values (Rose, James & Patel, 2016: 235). Through this

experiences of studying abroad about communication, I realized that media representations

and discourse can shape ideologies, therefore, I would like to combine discourse analysis with

my concerned issues, social media and environmental problems to investigate how media

constructs discourse of environmental problems on social media and how these discourses

are strengthened, negotiated or opposed by the audience interaction.

However, all I addressed above are personal reasons. Exclude social importance of the study

which I stated at the end of the introduction, there is also academic importance of the study.

Generally, critical discourse analysis is rare in Chinese academic, and critical discourse

analysis in a Chinese context is also insufficient. Hence, the study could fill the gap of

inadequate investigations about critical discourse analysis and provide a CDA perspective for

academic, also fill the gap of limited CDA research in a Chinese context. Besides, as the

language of Chinese social media is Mandarin, it is difficult for researchers who speak

another language to make sense and conduct research. As a result, unlike Facebook, Twitter

or other worldwide social media, Chinese social media like Weibo still remains unfamiliar or

inaccessible for most of the people, research about media representations and discourse on

Chinese social media is limited. Therefore, another importance of the study is that it could

enrich the research realm of Chinese social media and the study could be employed by

researcher who is interested in Chinese social media or Chinese media discourse but does not

understand Mandarin.

In a word, the purpose of the study is to find out how Chinese official media constructs media

discourse of environmental issues on social media through the case of People Daily's

discourse about haze problem onWeibo. Besides, through analyzing audience interaction, the

study would eventually examine how People Daily's discourses concerning haze issue are

strengthened, negotiated or opposed. It can also show the attitudes or perceptions of Chinese

mainstream media and public in terms of haze problems and any change brought by social

media. It also aims to contribute to filling the gap of the media representation and discourse

of environmental issues on social media in the Chinese context.

Previous research
Studies about media representations and social media
Kay, Zhao and Daniel (2014) suggests that Weibo is a field for the production and

contestation of environmental issues, their research intends to shed light on the multiple
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ways in which discourse regarding air pollution are produced and contested by different

users of Weibo, and discusses whether Weibo represents a just and effective new form of

citizen power and public discourse in China. By applying methods including a heuristic

procedure to collecting sample, content analysis, case study on Weibo as well as a review of

theories like socioecological process theory, urbanization theory, neo liberalization and other

literature about discourse study and social media, they finally draw a conclusion that Weibo

is not a completely even medium for citizens to propose their contestation of environmental

issues. Because they consider that Weibo is not used in every area in China and some people

especially those who have no access to Internet are excluded in the public debates and it is

also applied by the authority as a tool for monitoring and control despite the control is

smoother and Weibo is capable of empowering citizens to engage in public discussion and

prompt public discourse on environmental events.

The research of Fedorenko and Sun (2016) establishes a discussion in academic on

representations of Weibo driven environmental issues and proposes suggestions for

promoting environmental issues in countries with authoritarian regimes through the

approach of social media. Methods like process tracing, participant observations,

representations analysis and interviews are conducted to find out howWeibo helps to the

promote environmental issues' development and how important the role of media

representations in mobilizing related participants. The study also sheds light on that

representation is the driving force for public participation. The results of the study examine

that representations linking air pollution to health and frames appreciating governmental

efforts are essential for the success of public engagement concerning environmental issues in

China. Besides, Weibo as the most popular social media in China, it is able to expand the

networks of environmental activists by media representations involving governmental

agencies and influential public figures.

Bouvier (2015) conducts content analysis based on a broad review of literature concerning

social media and discourse analysis in his study. He suggests that the field of discourse

studies is still only beginning to turn attentions to social media. So in his paper, the aims to

show why discourse studies must engage with social media, and how these can help frame the

kinds of research that need to be done. He highlights that discourse and representations

studies should have more to say about social media as it is important to understand the ways

in which these interact and are in transformation as well as the way that ideas and values are

shared or not shared. He points out that understanding of discourse and media

representations now means acknowledging the acts of communication take place in great

changes and the detailed findings of discourse analysis could be shaped by the macro level.
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That is, discourse analysis is connected to larger matters. He also mentions critical discourse

analysis in his study and addresses that CDA has great influences as regards how people build

up and organize societies. Finally, he reminds us that in order to engage with discourse

online, we need to be open to the challenge played by shifts of media situation by social

media and then we also need work more on discourse on social media as these new media

practices have infused, and transformed existing discourse.

Duan and Dholakia (2015) investigate how discourse on Weibo reflect as well as accelerate

the reshaping of traditional values in China, and how social media impact Chinese society

now and would potentially affect global societies later. They suggest that the displays of

visible desire, hedonism and materialism on Weibo could influence global consumption ethos

as Chinese social media could expand their reach outside China. By sampling and coding over

250 Weibo posts and using content analysis, they find that Weibo is playing a critical role in

transforming Chinese consumer values. Besides, materialism and hedonism are becoming as

an appreciated life attitude and growing irresistibly. As a result, the traditional Chinese

consumer values like suppressing desire, restraint and thriftiness are losing ground.

Moreover, Weibo is able to make the influence of the elite as well as electronic

word-of-mouth very powerful, and the values of the elite and grassroots are converging.

Studies about media representations and environmental issues
Manzo and Padfield (2016) hold the idea that the focus of climate change reporting has been

largely on Western industrialized democracies. Their study intends to focus on media

representations of Malaysian media to broaden the range for cross-national comparison and

answer following questions: How is climate change framed in Malaysian media? How do

Malaysian narratives compare with those found elsewhere? How do climate change and

development narratives interact in a ‘second tier' emerging economy? What do narratives say

about the salience of neoliberal and North–South perspectives on climate change and

development? Content analysis based on news articles about climate change in four

Malaysian newspapers and one news website was conducted to answer the questions. Their

findings show that climate change issue has been represented as an opportunity in Malaysia,

the driving force is climate change and climate governance rather than colonial history in

Malaysia and Malaysia has ambitions as well as willingness to participant in the global efforts

for climate change. Besides, they found a strong representation of the environmentalist frame

among all chosen media and they suggest that climate change has been represented as an

opportunity not only for business market but also for reasserting older demands of power,

rather than an impending catastrophe for mankind.
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The study of Lei (2015) mainly compares representations of two newspapers, Southern

Metropolis Daily and Liberty Times. The study aims to identify the differences and

similarities of their constructions about haze issues. Based on agenda-setting theory and

content analysis method, the author eventually identified that Liberty Times pays more

attention to genre of haze-related news and neglect the intensive meaning of facts. Liberty

Times as a market-oriented media of Taiwan, it intends to cater for audiences and hold

skeptical and critical attitudes toward policies of governments concerning solving haze

problems. Liberty Times focuses more on the impacts and harm of haze problems, as well as

its preventing and solving. While Southern Metropolis Daily as a mainstream media in China

mainland, it mainly pays more attentions on recent situations of haze, haze forecast and its

economic impacts. Besides, Southern Metropolis Daily has more coverage about explaining

haze-related policies or technologies, it also shows positive attitudes toward governments.

More exactly, Southern Metropolis Daily prefer to construct that there are many policies or

technologies or approaches to solve haze problems, it calls for actions and proposes relevant

suggestions. It has less coverage about the health impacts of haze and seldom blames

governments. While Liberty Times primarily concentrates upon supervision and criticize for

governments. Besides, the author also found that Liberty Times represents that haze problem

in Taiwan is caused by China Mainland.

Wang (2014) focuses on the coverage of People Daily concerning haze problems and applied

the Attribution theory and criterion of liability to analyze the following questions: With

regards to haze issues, what imparts do the sources of information have on the attribution

and liability of the media? What are the motivations of media's attribution? He conducts

sampling and content analysis in the research and intends to analyze the attribution and

liability of People Daily from different perspectives concerning haze problems. As a result,

the research shows that governments, media and experts prefer to attribute haze problems to

nature while corporations and individuals prefer to attribute haze problems to people's

behaviors. Moreover, it examines the power relationships in China, governments, media and

experts have more expression power than individuals, corporations and NGOs, NGOs are

easily marginalized in China.

Studies about social media and environmental issues
In 2013 Zhao and Du analyze the circumstances of environmental communication based on

new media in China and investigates how to facilitate environmental communication by

social media in their research. They conduct methods like data collection and content

analysis to identify the features of environmental communication and propose suggestions

for raising environmental awareness through social media. Their research illustrates that
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environmental communication is changing from specialization to popularization. But

environmental communication on social media is still insufficient and the researchers

suggest that authorities need to rely on social media to increase the capacity of environmental

communication and lead more people to engage in environmental issues.

Studies about media representations, social media and environmental issues
The study of Lu and Zhu (2017) goes through five haze-related hot events on Weibo, through

analyzing these cases, the study intends to examine the features of constructions about haze

problem onWeibo and propose suggestions for governments about how to react to the public

discourse and public opinions. A case study concerning haze issue and content analysis of

these cases are the main methods of the study. The author points out three features of

representations about haze issue on Weibo. Firstly, haze-related images and data are rather

influential on social media; Secondly, there is no a certain answer about the causes of haze

problem and this not only leads to emergence of rumors onWeibo, but also makes audiences

hold more negative attitudes for the problem; Finally, constructions about preventing

suggestions for haze problem are usually questioned and neglected by netizens. Based on

these characteristics, the authors also propose several suggestions for governments: 1.

Indicate causes of haze problem through conducting scientific and effective research as soon

as possible; 2. Announce solutions of haze problem including emergency plans and long-term

measures; 3. Set agenda to show an active and practical image positively. They also suggest

that governments should be used to an open media environment and understand how to

react to audiences' blame.

Studies about critical discourse analysis
The analysis of Huang (2016) is about the different media representations of China Daily and

The New York Times through conducting critical discourse analysis, it aims to identify the

correlations between discourse, power and ideology, and demonstrate how ideologies and

discourse serve the social structures and power through the case of China Daily and The New

York Times. The paper focuses on four news coverage of The New York Times as well as

China Daily as cases, and adopts CDA and CL as the primary theoretical framework and

methodology to conduct the analysis. In the study, the author uses CDA instruments like

transitivity and verb process to analyze discourse of selected news reports. Through

comparing discourse and representations of two news agencies, the study finally

demonstrates the value of CL and CDA in the analysis of news coverage and media

representations, besides it also points out the hidden ideologies and power in the discourse of

news reports from these two news agencies. The author examines that media representations

of two news agencies all serve its own national interests. The difference is that The New York
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Times prefers to present negative images of China, however, media representations of The

New York Times about Chinese issues would change with the improvement of China-US

relations. While China Daily always remains an objective standpoint to present American

issues. Secondly the study also suggests that critical discourse analysis and critical linguistic

approach are rather helpful for researchers to investigate the realm of news coverage as well

as media representations and encourages researchers to carry on more studies about that,

especially in the Chinese context.

My study is about media representations, discourse study of an environmental issue on social

media. Hence, it could be positioned in the fields of media representations or discourse,

social media and environmental issues. I reviewed 10 studies which are relevant to my

research. As my research also concretes upon environmental issue and social media, so in

order to review more specific research, I combined these three items: media representations,

social media and environmental issue in the realm of communication. As a result, there are

studies about media representations and social media, such as the study of Bouvior (2015),

Duan and Dholakia (2015), Kay, Zhao and Daniel 's study (2014) and the research of

Fedorenko and Sun (2016). The study of Kay, Zhao and Daniel (2014), as well as the research

of Fedorenko and Sun (2016), are more relevant to my study as they all focus on Weibo.

Then I also reviewed research about media representations and environmental issues, for

example, Manzo and Padfield (2016) investigate media representations of the case of another

environmental issue -- climate change, their research is served as inspirations for my study

from a broad perspective as climate change is a global environmental issue. While studies by

Wang (2014) and Lei (2015) offer me inspirations from a detailed and specific perspective as

their study case is haze issue too. AndWang's (2014) research are more connective with my

research as it not only focuses on haze issue but also analyzes the case of People Daily.

However, it focuses on the traditional media perspective of People Daily rather than social

media perspective. Besides, I also pay attention to study about social media and

environmental issues. The study of Zhao and Du (2013) brings experimental issues to the

realm of communication, they concrete upon the circumstances of environmental

communication on social media and investigates how to facilitate environmental

communication by social media.

As my study is positioned in the realm of both media representations, social media and

environmental issues, I choose the study of Lu and Zhu (2017), it is closely relevant to my

research as it is an investigation about the combination of these three items, moreover, it

concerns about the same cases as my research, haze issue and Weibo. However, there are
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differences between their study and mine. The gap is the methods. They apply case study and

content analysis of selected events, while my research would conduct CDAmethod.

Finally, as I prefer to employ CDAmethod, in order to understand how to conduct CDA, I

also review a study about critical discourse analysis. The study of Huang (2016) applies CDA

to analyze discourse of two news agencies, The New York Times and China Daily and

compare their different media representations. It uses instruments like transitivity and verb

process to analyze news texts, this helps me to understand how to do CDA and it is available

to conduct CDA in the Chinese context. Besides the study finally draws conclusions about

representations of haze reasons and suggestions, it also encourages me to conduct CDA about

reasons and suggestions of haze issue.

Theoretical frame and concept
The study focuses on discourse analysis of media representations, hence, media

representation theory and discourse theory comprise the framework. Besides, as I intend to

conduct critical discourse analysis, concepts of CDA would be embraced in the thesis. Also, I

will analyze and interpret audience interaction by the help of agenda-setting theory.

Media representation theory
Orgad (2012) introduces media representation theory in the book Media Representation and

the Global Imagination. According to Orgad, media representations means texts also images

that circulate in the media space and carry symbolic content and for understanding what the

world is and why and how it works in particular ways (Orgad, 2012: 47). The constructionist

approach to media representations argues that any representation is inherently and

inevitably a construction, a selective and particular depiction of some elements of reality,

which always generates some specific meanings and excludes others (Orgad, 2012: 53).

Representations could be served as constructions of "truth" and "reality" but not absolutely

true and real. All photos, texts, TV programs and also movies, are constructions instead of

simply reflections. In the study, all posts of People Daily about haze issue inevitably are

certain constructions. The study focuses on analyzing constructions of People Daily's

discourses about haze issue as media representations are capable to affect audiences through

certain approaches. Representation refers to the process of re-presenting, it is also a process

of meaning production (Orgad, 2012: 48). The way certain issues or actors are represented by

media organizations can have a great influence, it could alter the way we think about those

issues or actors and reshape our perceptions or ideologies. When it comes to my research,

representations of haze issue could be served as a process which media or governments

re-present relevant actions or actors and produce meanings to guide audiences'
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understanding and public opinions in particular ways. The theory of media representation in

my study means thinking about how the haze issue is represented by People Daily to the

audiences from its own thinking or bias instead of reflecting the reality.

Concept of critical discourse analysis
CDA is to reveal connection between language, power and ideology that are hidden from

people (Machin & Mayr, 2012: 4). It is one specific kind of content analysis or discourse

analysis, it intends to develop methods and theory that could capture interrelationship of

language, power and ideology. The notions of power, ideology are important components of

CDA. The notion of context is crucial for CDA as it explicitly includes social-psychological,

political and ideological components and thereby postulates an interdisciplinary procedure

(Wodak & Meyer, 2001). Within CDA, discourse is shaped by context and it also shapes

context. They both have impacts on each other. Discourse was introduced by Foucault and

refers to language and actions, includes semiotics, the use of signs in media texts to convey

media messages. CDA concepts could reveal invisible information of the discourse and

examine how context influence discourse. A Foucauldian approach of analyzing media

discourse specifically encourages us to examine strategies of symbolic exclusion and

inclusion: how certain people, places, social entities, objects, ideas and relations are accorded

visibility, authority, legitimacy and ‘truthfulness' (Orgad, 2012: 67). Hence, in my study, I

seek to examine media discourse and in what ways these discourses, negotiated or opposed

through audience interaction. Within CDA, media discourse is seen as social practices and

constructed, underlying ideologies conceal in the discourse and are unconsciously expressed

through the choice of words and in what is given priority as well as what is given less

attention or omitted in the text. Hence, conducting CDA to analyze language can reveal

hidden information or ideologies.

Media representation is inevitably a construction (Orgad, 2012: 53), while discourse analysis

theory also mentions that language is a means of social construction. Actually, there is no

clear distinction between these two concepts, they come together to form a media text and

overlap. Media representations work to legitimize certain discourse (Orgad, 2012: 66). In my

study, I investigate media representations from the perspective of discourse, it is a discourse

analysis of media representation and audience interaction.

Agenda setting theory
Agenda setting theory was introduced by McCombs Maxwell and Shaw Donald in the book

The Agenda-Setting Function of Mass Media in 1972. They found that there is a

corresponding relationship between the prominence of media coverage and attentions of
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audiences about certain issue. It means that audiences would pay more attentions on the

event which media organizations give more emphasizes. They suggest that media has a

function of forming the social agenda, media can affect the public attention and awareness of

specific issue through giving priority or less mention of the issue (McCombs & Shaw, 1972).

Chandler and Munday also demonstrate that those in power suit their agendas and distract

attention to influence or determine the terms and scope of public debate (Chandler &

Munday, 2011). In my research, People Daily has enough power to set agenda and affect

audience's attentions or perceptions about haze problems. With the help of agenda setting

theory, I can analyze and interpret audience interaction about the topic to find out if the

power of People Daily to set agenda is increasing or decreasing, and then identify how these

discourses are strengthened, negotiated or opposed by the audience interaction.

Method (and material)
Methodologies
The research methods of the study include quantitative method and qualitative analysis.

Firstly, it is first a quantitative mapping of People Daily's discourse and audience comments

about haze problem. And secondly, it is a critical discourse analysis of how the causes of haze,

responsibilities and solutions of haze are constructed by People Daily. Finally, it is a

qualitative analysis of how these discourses are strengthened, negotiated or opposed by the

audience interaction. My analytical focus is the People Daily's discourses in terms of reasons,

responsibilities, solutions and suggestions for haze problem. The methods include:

1. The first step is the quantitative mapping which is used to create graphs and provide

overviews about People Daily's discourse and audience comments in the case of haze problem.

As information about haze issue on Weibo is fragmentary, it is difficult for readers especially

those who have never use Weibo to gain a concrete sense of haze-related discourse of People

Daily. Hence, I divide the haze-related posts of People Daily into 6 analytical categories

including haze-related news; forecast of haze problem; reasons of haze problem; opinions

posts; suggestions post and videos to apply quantitative method. Conducting quantitative

mapping for posts of People Daily about haze issue can help me organize fragmentary

information better and create a general sense about haze -related discourse of People Daily

on Weibo through showing the results and graphs. Besides, when it comes to audience

interaction because there are many comments and most of these comments are also

fragmentary, quantitative mapping can offer a brief overview of audiences interaction, how

audience interaction strengthens, negotiates or opposes the discourses of People Daily as well

as the proportions of different perceptions.
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2. The second step is the main section of the analysis, critical discourse analysis of People

Daily's discourse in the case of haze problem. Generally, there are plenty of approaches. The

methodologies differ greatly: small qualitative case studies an as well as large data corpora,

drawn from fieldwork and ethnographic research (Wodak & Meyer, 2001). There are no

consistent criteria for doing CDA, the methodologies could be various and it depends on the

research topic, research aims and questions, as well as materials. In my study, the book How

To Do Critical Discourse Analysis of David Machin and Andrea Mayr would be theoretical

guide of my study. I will employ CDA instruments like lexical choices, nominalisation,

presupposition to analyze empirical cases of People Daily's discourses. Lexical choices is a

basic lexical analysis method, the idea of lexical fields that can be used to signify meanings

not made explicit in the texts and how these can be used to foreground and background

different discourses and associations (Machin & Mayr, 2012: 11). Nominalisation means

using noun to replace verb constructions so as to conceal actions or agency of the texts. While

presupposition is used to assume something without stating it overtly. Nominalisation and

presupposition are two linguistic strategies of concealment which are used to persuade

audiences without mentioning something overtly (Machin & Mayr, 2012: 137).

Two reasons motivate me to apply CDA method: 1. Its focus on power and ideology. CDA can

not be separated from power and ideology, and my study focuses on media representations

and media discourse in the Chinese context, power and ideology are relevant to my study as

Chinese authorities have strict control on media. Namely, the focus of CDA correspond to my

focus, it is rather appropriate for my study. 2. The "critical" attitude of CDA. "Critical" is the

key of CDA, it allows me to investigate my selected topic through a critical way, which

facilitates my critical thinking and encourages me to gain understandings about the issue

from a critical perspective.

However, limitations and advantages of CDA also need to be addressed before analyzing. The

first limitation of CDA that is: CDA is too selective, as often involves only a small number of

texts and these are selected according to the interests of the researchers (Machin & Mayr,

2012: 207). So it is rather specific and sometimes it could not be available or suitable for

some situations. Secondly, CDA is too qualitative and it may not be objective exactly. As

Wodak and Meyer stated, CDA would benefit from using quantitative and comparative

methods (Machin & Mayr, 2012: 214). So I combine quantitative mapping with CDA in my

study.

In spite of there are limitations of CDA, it also has advantages and is a important method. At

first, CDA is helpful for researchers as it can certainly increase our ability to describe texts
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and to document how they communicate a society (Machin & Mayr, 2012: 207). It encourages

researchers to contribute to understandings about certain issues or the society. Besides, it is

crucial for linguistic study or social study, as it is a significant step in the wider quest to

critically challenge the uneven power relations in our society (Machin & Mayr, 2012: 208). In

a word, CDA is a important method and it is suitable for my study.

3. The final step is a qualitative analysis of audience interaction. The analysis of audience

interaction seeks to identify if People Daily's discourses about haze issue onWeibo are

strengthened, negotiated or opposed by the audience interaction and in what way the

audience interaction strengthen, negotiate or nominalization People Daily's discourses.

Materials
In terms of materials, I prefer to focus on posts in a certain time period, I chose Weibo posts

which were released in November of 2014, December of 2015 and December of 2015. I focus

on the case People Daily and media representation of People Daily about haze issues. People

Daily has its accounts on Weibo and owns more than 50 million followers and has more than

70 thousand posts. I chose the item "haze" as keywords and search relevant information on

People Daily's page, it shows that there are 364 posts about haze problems. Generally, it

would be too broad to pay attention to all items on Weibo. Hence, I need to narrow down the

research materials. Because haze problem is most severe in winter, especially in November,

December. So I chose November of 2014, December of 2015 and December of 2016 as time

period, these three months are the months of severe haze problem and there is more

haze-related information in these three months than other months. Namely, all posts which

are released in November of 2014, December of 2015 and December of 2016 are materials of

my study. There are 43 posts concerning haze issues in the selected months. Contents of

these 41 posts are different, as I stated above, I classify these materials into 6 analytical

categories based on their contents:

1. Haze-related news in China, for example, the post which released in December 21st of 2016,

it depicts that a headmaster of a middle school required students to take the exam at the

playground in a severe haze day and the headmaster has been suspended (Image 1).

2. Reasons of haze, for instance, the post of December 1st, 2015 indicates that the main

reason of haze in Beijing is car exhaust and vehicle emissions instead of the central heating

system.

3. Forecast of haze situation, such as the post of December 3rd, 2015, it reports that haze will

appear again on 14th December and it may appear twice or three times in December.
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4. Suggestions for haze or haze-related problems, such as in 2015 December 8th, it

introduces some information and suggestions about using air purifier and in 2015 December

24th, it suggests people not to wear contact lenses in haze days as it would cause eye illnesses.

5. Opinions of People Daily: the post of 2015 December 31st demonstrates that setting clear

criteria for solving haze is important.

6. Video about haze: for example the post in 2016 December 22nd, it is a time-lapse

photography video about the vanishing process of haze.

Among these analytical categories, my analytical focus is People Daily's discourse about haze

causes, responsibilities and solutions and suggestions for haze problem.

Presentation of findings and analysis
The following analysis would include a brief overview of Weibo posts of these three months to

show how People Daily constructs haze-related discourse in the selected months. Then

critical discourse analysis of empirical cases of People Daily's discourse about haze issue.

Thirdly, a brief overview of audience's comments and discourse about the issue. And finally, a

theoretical analysis of audiences discourses and identify what happen with their discourses

on Weibo concerning haze issue.

Quantitative mapping of People Daily's discourses and audience comments
about haze problem

Table 1 examines the amounts of different types of Weibo posts concerning haze problems in

these three months. It shows that in 2014 November, People Daily has released 7 posts about
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haze issues, embracing 2 news posts, 1 posts about haze-related suggestion, 1 haze forecast

posts as well as 4 posts regarding its opinions. While in December of 2015, People Daily has

brought out 23 posts about haze problems. Generally, it is the month that China suffered the

most severe haze problems. More than one-third of posts are about haze forecast (8 posts).

People Daily also has released haze-related news (5 posts) and its opinions (5 posts). More

importantly, People Daily has mentioned reasons of haze problems in 2015 December (2

posts) while it has never mentioned reasons in 2014 or in 2016. In terms of December 2016,

People Daily has totally 11 posts concerning haze issues, the majority of these posts are

haze-related news (5 posts). Compared with December of 2015, it has less posts about

opinions and haze forecast in December 2016.

The first table primarily shows and compares amounts of different sorts of posts about haze

issues of three selected months while Table 2 indicates proportions of different types of posts

about haze issues. It examines that haze news posts take up the largest proportion (28%)

among different categories. Followed by haze forecast posts as well as opinions post, they

both take up 23% and these three types of Weibo posts (haze news, haze forecast and

opinions) totally account for around two-thirds of all haze-related posts. Whereas, it seems

that few posts are practical as only 5% posts (the smallest proportion) mention reasons of

haze. Moreover, there is not any mention about solutions as well as responsibilities of haze

problems in the selected months. As we can see here, in terms of my analytical focus, there is
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not any post that mentions solutions or responsibilities exactly and directly. Hence, we can

move on to analyzing discourses of haze causes and haze-related suggestions to find out if

there is any mention of who is responsible and what are solutions for haze problem, the

following analysis seeks to answer the question through the selected cases.

Table 3 examines audiences' different perceptions on haze-related posts of People Daily. As

each post has hundreds of comments, so as to show audiences' discourse more directly, I

primarily selected several posts in the selected months and concentrated upon approximately

100 audiences' comments of each post to create a graph and present an overview. Their

comments could be categorized into 3 main perceptions:

1. Agree with and believe what People Daily said, hold positive and supportive attitudes for

strengthening of discourses.

2. Disagree with and distrust People Daily's information and hold negative attitudes for

negotiation and opposition.

3. Keep neutral attitudes for the posts or problems.

The table shows that audiences usually disagree, distrust or hold negative opinions for People

Daily' s discourse, namely, audiences prefer to oppose to most of the haze-related discourse

of People Daily as well as feel negative or skeptical for discourse of People Daily. Among

selected posts, only the post of 2015 December 24th is an exception. It is the suggestion
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example which I analyzed above, it suggests people not to wear contact lenses in haze days

and more than 70 % of audiences prefer to agree with the post. Through the table we can see

that audiences' engagement of public discussion about haze problems, they present their

opinions on Weibo and some of them oppose to discourse of mainstream media. Not only

discourse of media or authority, we can also see discourses of individuals on social media and

the majority of audiences can critically judge discourse of People Daily about haze issues.

Table 4 is more specific, it focuses on one specific haze- related post of People Daily and

shows different comments of audiences as well as their amounts in terms of the post. My

chosen case is the post which indicates reasons of haze problems in 2015 December 1st. It

demonstrates that according to Chinese Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development,

the main reason of haze in Beijing is car exhaust and vehicle emissions instead of the central

heating system. As it is one of the much-discussed posts, has 1421 reposts and around 1000

comments, I concentrate on more than 200 comments of audience, classify their main

discourses and show results through graph. Consequently, I found that there are primarily

several kinds of discourses of audiences in terms of the post:

1. Blame governments shirk responsibilities or do not take actions to solve the problems;

2. Agree with People Daily: main reason of haze problem is car exhaust instead of central

heating and suggest limiting use of cars;

3. Oppose to People Daily: central heating would cause haze problems;
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4. Oppose to People Daily: main reason of haze problem is industrial pollution or other

reasons instead of car exhaust;

5. Address that haze problems are rather serious not only in Beijing but also in other areas;

6. Keep neutral or propose suggestions for solving problems.

From the table 4, in terms of the case, it is evident that the majority of audiences' comments

are oppositions to the discourse of People Daily. Followed by blames for governments. We

could argue that in this case Weibo has given people the chance for critical debate and to

blame the government and economic elites for not taking action.

Constructions of People Daily's discourse in terms of haze reasons
In this section, I selected 2 posts of People Daily in terms of haze reasons and responsibilities

as empirical examples to conduct critical discourse analysis. The first post which released in

2015 December 1st, it is a mention of reasons and it mainly indicates that the Chinese

Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development demonstrated the central heating system

is not the main reason of haze problems and the main reason of haze in Beijing is car exhaust

and vehicle emissions. And the second post is a news article of Chinese Ministry of

Environmental Protection in 2015 December 7th, the article indicates the main reasons of

haze in 9 cities of China. In Beijing, Hangzhou, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, the main reason of

haze is vehicle emissions. In Shijiazhuang and Nanjing, haze problems primarily caused by

coal. In Tianjin, dust counts more than other factors, mobile sources lead to haze problems in

Shanghai while in Ningbo the main cause is industrial production

In terms of the first case, lexical analysis is one of the main approaches of CDA. Instruments

of lexical choices such as word connotation and suppression could be applied for the analysis

for the first post. There is an extract taken from the first post, we can identify word

connotations in this extract:

The head of the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development said central
heating system is just the last straw of overwhelming the air quality. On the surface it
seems that central heating would lead to haze problems, however, the fundamental
reason is unreasonable consumption patterns and structure of heating system. In the
northern China, most of the rural areas and small towns depend on burning coal to
warm up, there exists a considerable amount of low-quality coal. In urban regions,
residents mainly use small heater in their own housings, it would cause more
emissions of pollutants.

In the case, we can find the author uses a idiom, "the last straw" here. The word comes from a

Arabic fable, it means that a minor actions or small things which lead to an unexpectedly
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serious problem, because of the cumulative impacts. A straw carries little weight and has

rather small influence, but if there are cumulative impacts and the things have been pushed

to the limits, unpredictable reactions would happen. But the straw is not the main cause,

rather, the basic reason is the cumulative impacts before the straw. In the case, generally the

worst haze usually appears in winter especially in November, December and January,

somebody considers that haze problems relate to heating as central heating system is

available during these three months. The head used the idiom here to describe the influence

of heating and answer the question, it means that seemingly heating would lead to more

serious haze problems but it is just a minor action and has rather small impacts on haze

problems. He also explained different situations of rural areas and urban regions,

"low-quality coal" of rural areas and "more emissions" of urban housing. Certain choices have

been made by the author or speaker for their on motivated reasons as language is an available

set of options (Machin & Mayr, 2012: 32), the mention of "low-quality coal" in rural areas and

"more emissions" of urban housing somehow connotes that residents have more impacts on

issues as they use "low-quality" coal or heater. Despite the head mentioned "unreasonable

consumption patterns and structure of heating system" as the basic reason, whereas, there is

no any clear explanation about how to define "unreasonable", what do "consumption patters"

and "structure of heating system" connote and how do they influence haze here. The

motivation of the speaker is to imply that central heating system is not the main cause and

the ministry does not carry the greatest responsibility for haze problems, rather, individual

use of heater or coal carries more responsibility and residents who use heater and

"low-quality" coal is also responsible for serious haze in winter.

Suppression or lexical absence is also evident in the post. Lexical absence or suppression it

means some elements or certain terms that readers might expect are absent (Machin & Mayr,

2012: 38). The author used items like "low-quality coal", "high-quality coal", "bulk coal" in

the post, whereas, definitions or information about "low-quality coal", "high-quality coal",

"bulk coal" are absent, what kinds of coal could be defined as "low-quality coal"? What are

the criteria of "high-quality coal"? Besides, the participants of the text are the head of the

ministry, however, there is not any information about the head. Who is the head? What is his

name? What are his job and occupation? Can he be responsible for his speech? Audiences

would not get a clear and concrete sense because of absences or omissions of information

about the main participant. If there are absences in terms of activities, elements or

participants, we can think about why the text producer did not want us to think of these

(Machin & Mayr, 2012: 39). In the case, undoubtedly the author or interviewer is supposed to

have enough information about the interviewee or participant, however, all information is

omitted in the post even the surname. On one hand, maybe the participant is unwilling to
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disclose his information, on the other hand, we could suggest that absences or omissions of

information about the participant somehow means that the author did not want audiences to

know who is the person. So no one would be responsible if there is any mistake in his speech

or any skeptics. The following examples also show lexical absence of the post：

The head introduced that the ministry always promotes to use renewable energy
resources and clean energy resources. Besides, the ministry also promotes "Coal to
Gas" and "Coal to electricity" projects and try to phase out coal-fired boilers which
are below 10T/h.

The head said that the main reason of haze problems in Beijing is car exhaust rather
than heating。

In the first example, the head mentions their approaches, such as "Coal to Gas" project and

"Coal to electricity" project. But as the example "low-quality" coal and "high-quality coal", no

any description or introduction about the projects. What is "Coal to Gas" project or "Coal to

electricity" project? How they work and what are their functions? As well as the item

"coal-fired boilers which are below 10T/h", what does it mean, how to understand 10T/h and

why is "coal-fired boilers which are below 10T/h"? This could be explained through the needs

for simplicity and for ease of understanding, but it is important and revealing to ask what has

been left out (Machin & Mayr, 2012: 39). In the case, since it is a post on social media and it

is supposed to be simple and straightforward for most people, however, more importantly it

should be clear enough and detailed especially when it refers to some abstract items, as it is

essential for readers to know how they would work for solving the problem and what they

have done. The omission of information regarding specific or abstract items would somehow

make it unclear and difficult to make sense.

The second sentence depicts that car exhaust is the main reason of haze problems, it is a key

point of the post but explanation or evidence is absent. The author or the head did not offer

any data, research result or knowledge to prove it. In the case audiences may feel more

curious about how they get this result, why is car exhaust, why is not heating, how does car

exhaust influence the air quality, what about other factors such as industrial emissions, who

is responsible for the result. Identifying causes of haze problems is necessary for solving it.

Despite some experts or heads answered this question overtly but they have never shown any

evidence, it is hard for audiences to prove their answers. As a result, reasons of haze

problems remain uncertain up to now. Governments, relevant departments or specific

organizations have never given any exact answers in all analyzed posts about what factors

cause haze and which factor is the main reason.
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Authors, media will seek to have power over audiences so as to influence them. According to

Wodak and Meyer (2001), they might do this through telling readers can not act in a

particular way or telling audiences they should understand something in a specific way due to

their knowledge of facts (Machin & Mayr, 2012: 42). In the post, we can find that the author

also intends to convey authority through the following extract:

During heavy haze period, be firm in stop using bulk coal, strictly forbid to stop using
environmental friendly mechanisms or facilities, adopt low-emission heating
measures under commands of governments. Strengthen inspection and maintenance
of heating facilities, check and avoid hidden risks, cope with emergencies in time,
ensure no risk at all.

We can find that items like "stop using", " forbid to" in the extract, besides, the author used

many directives to give commands in the text. Directives are sentences which start with a

verb to give a command, these are from what we called the imperative mood in language

(Machin & Mayr, 2012: 42). Directives and imperative words show that the author is giving

commands to others rather than stating facts or explaining. It seems that the ministry may

position itself as a representative of expertise and it could give orders, it would give a sense of

authority and somehow examines that it has power on audiences. Besides, we can move to

another empirical example about haze reasons. The second post is shorter and briefer than

the first post, all contents of the second have been translated into English, as shown below:

Haze: Main culprits leading to haze problems of 9 cities are found

Promise: At the beginning of the year, Chinese Ministry of Environmental Protection
promised that they would struggle to finish sources analysis of PM 2.5 before the end
of the year.

Implementation: The ministry has finished sources analysis in 9 key cities of China.
Main sources of haze in Beijing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen is vehicle emissions. Main
sources of haze in Shijiazhuang, Nanjing is coal. Main sources of haze in Tianjin,
Shanghai and Ningbo are dust, mobile sources and industrial productions
respectively

In the case, it depicts that the ministry planned to find out what are sources of PM 2.5 in each

city of China at the beginning of 2015. However, it has only identified sources of PM 2.5 in 9

mega-cities. Suppression or lexical absence could be found in the post. When it refers to PM

2.5's sources of 9 cities, it did not show any scientific evidence about their results. How they

get the results, how they carry on their research, why are these sources are not answered.

Neither any data, scientific reports or references which could prove the results in the text, nor
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any suggestion or explanation about how to solve or alleviate the problems. It is rather hard

for audiences to get any concrete sense about what they have done and what the ministry,

governments and the public should do for the haze problems of different cities. The same as

the first post, despite it demonstrated what are sources of different cities, the results did not

seem to be convincing enough. In CDA, it is assumed that linguistic activity and society are

deeply intertwined, language is social practice and they could not be thought separately

(Machin & Mayr, 2012: 35).

Combined these two cases, the suppression of haze problems' reason is connective with social

activities such as economic activities or political activities. We can image that, if it is proved

that car exhaust is the main reason, solve haze problems, use of cars should be limited,

sales of vehicles decrease, cost would increase as automakers are supposed to design

environmental friendly cars and drivers need to use clean energy. A lot of vehicles-related

industries or corporations would be affected, such as car-related products industry,

automobile design industry, petroleum corporations, vehicle maintenance and repair

factories even driving schools. But if they show convincing evidence and ensure that

industrial pollution or other factors have the largest impacts on air quality and lead to serious

haze problems, industrial production need to be restricted. It would not only cause falling

profits and influence development of economy, but also cause the rising of unemployment, a

significant number of workers would lose their jobs if factories are closed own. Economic

development is always the primary task in a developing country, most of the corporations are

unwilling to reduce profits or tax revenues, individuals do not want to lose their jobs and

governments have to boost economic development and employment. Consequently, despite

haze issue is urgent environmental problem, few people or organizations step forward to give

an actual answer about reasons of haze as it may easily lead to negative effects on economic

development. It is always difficult to reach the balance of economic development and

environmental sustainability in a country notably in developing countries.

Constructions of People Daily's discourse in terms of suggestions
From the quantitative tables, we found that there is not any post about solutions of haze

problem in the selected months, so I move to focus on suggestions discourse of People Daily

to find out if there is any mention of solutions. When it comes to discourse of haze-related

suggestion, it means posts which People Daily proposes advice to prevent haze-related

diseases or minimize impacts of haze. There are totally 6 posts concerning suggestions,

People Daily presents discourse of suggestions for the public, but neither any mention about

how organizations, corporations or governments should do for haze problems, nor

information about how the public could use legal instruments to supervise corporations or

authorities. In this section, I select two posts as empirical examples, firstly it is the post which
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proposes advises about preventing haze-related illnesses; another case is the post which

suggests not to wear contact lenses, as empirical examples for CDA, besides, I also present

another post about haze-related news in the analysis of the second case as its discourse could

emergency as an opposite comparison with the second case.

In the first case, it is an article which proposes suggestions for preventing haze-related

illnesses. Presupposition, lexical absence could be found in the case. Firstly, the headline of

the article is "Instead of waiting for the wind, learning practical haze preventing skills would

be better", the author applied presupposition here. The presupposition is one skillful way by

which authors are able to imply meanings without overtly stating or presenting things as

taken for granted and stable (Machin & Mayr, 2012: 137). Authors would seek to gloss over

their ideologies but address their ideas in an implicit way. In the case, it assumes that there is

someone waiting for the wind to clear haze. In fact, haze problems would be less severe in

windy days as the wind can blow out haze, it seems that haze could be cleared by the wind.

However, the truth is that the wind would never clear haze, rather it would bring haze from

one area to other areas. It is ridiculous to believe that solving haze problems could depend on

the wind and the public is waiting for the wind. But in the headline, the author said: "instead

of waiting for the wind", this construction assumes that people, or maybe many people are

waiting for the wind and haze would go better in windy day.

Generally, it is hard to identify that whether there is somebody waiting for the wind, maybe

no one is waiting for it but the presupposition here sounds like people are waiting for the

wind to clear haze now and audiences would be easily persuaded that it is true.

Presupposition can be used so as to build a basis for what sounds like a logical argument

(Machin & Mayr, 2012: 154). As a result, it could build a misunderstanding that the wind can

alleviate haze problems as it sounds like logical, despite maybe somebody has an explicit

understanding that it is unreasonable. Another example of the text also examines that how

the author seeks to persuade audiences through presupposition. We can look at the sentence

as follow:

The biggest concern of the public is how to minimize influences or harms of haze
problems.

It is an extract from the introduction. This presupposes that people mostly concern about

minimizing influences of haze rather than other issues. Undoubtedly, minimizing influences

of haze is important, but identifying reasons, solutions of haze problems is also crucial.

Probably some audiences would regard solving haze problems is the most significant, or
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maybe some individuals consider that finding out reasons of haze, preventing haze problems

is more important than preventing haze-related influences. In general, it is rather difficult to

get the answer about what is the most primary concern of the public regarding haze problems.

Presupposition in the case not only glosses over the complexity of people's concerns, but also

shifts attentions of the public. Presupposition can allow speakers to strategically avoid being

explicit about what they mean, while allowing them to create the basis of what they can then

go on to say (Machin & Mayr, 2012: 156). The purpose of presupposing people mostly

concern about minimizing influences is to continue what the author would state in the

following as well as highlight importance of following suggestions, consequently, audiences

would easily be persuaded and accept suggestions. Secondly, lexical absences could be

identified in the text. Such as the following sentences:

Because of the use of heater, a number of patients who have eye diseases increases in
winter and autumn.

Use masks as prevention. quite masks are not good enough to block particles of haze,
so use medical masks N95 and buy masks in regular pharmacy.

In the first sentence, the author indicates using heater causes more people suffer eye illnesses.

The author does not mention why using heater would cause increase of eye diseases patients

and how they get these answers, which are rather important here as eye disease is seemingly

not relevant to heater. Despite there are more patients who have eye diseases in winter and

autumn, it is irrational to say the reason is using heater. The sentence does not make sense. If

they are connective, the author and relevant agents are supposed to explain why patients with

eye diseases would increase in winter and autumn and tell audiences how to do with the

problem so that they could take actions to prevent diseases, rather than just stating the event

with one word.

In the second sentence, the author states that common masks are not good enough to prevent

from particles of haze. Whereas, agents, actions are omitted and absence. We could ask what

are "common masks", why they are not good enough, how to define good enough, how do

they know common masks are not good enough and who are they. The statement here is

vague and ambiguous, it does not make audiences feel clearer about something and gain,

sense, rather, it creates more confusion for audiences as important elements of the case are

absent here. We could find that the author primarily intends to highlight the next sentence

through using this statement here. The next sentence suggests audiences use medical masks

N95, in order to persuade audiences, the author gives the reason of using medical masks N95,

that is " common masks are not good enough". It seems that there is causality between two

sentences, but if we deliberate about two sentences, they are not tenable.
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The first sentence as we stated above, there is suppression in the sentence and many key

points are not pointed out. While in the second sentence, the author not only uses

suppression but also presupposition. It presupposes that medical masks N95 are good

enough, but it does not show any pieces of evidence to prove the statement is correct,

explication about what are medical masks N95, why they are good enough, how they get to

know medical masks N95 are better than others are also absent. The author applies

suppression to conceal key information and use presupposition to persuade others, it is

somehow more like an advertisement of medical masks N95 rather than objective

suggestions for the public. The post of news media emphasizes specific product, it is also

possible that the taking is used as a vehicle of propaganda of specific items and it aims to

promote something which may be relevant to profits, income or interests. In Gerald, social

media has created a new kind of adverse, that is, certain corporations would require

individuals especially celebrities, role models or organizations to release posts which are

relevant to their products or services for advertising something on Weibo, the individuals or

organizations could get the pay.

As a result, it is increasingly hard to distinguish which suggestions post is for reminding and

helping audiences or for sailing something. In the case, we cannot say the suggestions post of

People Daily is absolutely an advertisement which seeks to promote sale of medical masks

N95, but we could image that if a mainstream media, which is supposed to be neutral,

objective and informative, release vague information or unavailable suggestions for

concealing something or gaining profits, audiences may be misled ideologically. Finally, in

the case we found that the author uses quite a few directives to convey power, such as the

sentence which we stated above: use masks as prevention, use medical masks N95 and buy

masks in regular pharmacy and the following examples:

Do not go out as soon as possible, especially elders, infants and patients who have
cardiovascular and respiratory diseases.

Close doors and windows as soon as possible.

Reduce outdoor exercises.

Use appropriate skincare productions to protect skin in haze days.

Do not use alkaline soap to clean skin especially for elders and children.
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In general, if we would like to give suggestions, we should use more friendly and respectful

wood, for example, the author could change the sentences as follow:

As for people who enjoy sports, doing exercises indoor is also a available choice as it
could help us reduce inhaling harmful particles of haze

It would be better to close doors and windows in haze days because..

Instead of reminding audiences with respectful tone and indicating reasons distinctly, the

author uses imperative wood to address suggestions, it is more like exact commands,

audiences do not need to understand what and why. The author probably intends to have

impacts on audiences and convey authority through claiming audiences to follow commands.

Moreover, the suggestions are not quite precise and some of them are common senses which

most of the people know. In the second case, here is the content of it:

Research demonstrates that in haze days, bacteria on contact lenses are 11.5 times
more than other time. Because particles of haze would agglutinate on contact lenses,
it would cause illnesses like xeroma, ophthalmia, keratitis and so on. Therefore, do not
wear contact lenses in haze days, use glasses as soon as possible. Repost it and remind
those who has myopia.

In the case, I found approaches like nominalisation and suppression. Items like "research

demonstrate" and "11.5 times more", it seems to present that someone has carried on

research to investigate effects of using contact lenses in haze days and they got the result.

However, important agents such as who carry on research and elements like when they do

research are omitted and absence in the text. In the first sentences, the word "research" is a

norm construction rather than verb, nominalisation typically use noun constructions to

replace verb processes, which can obscure agency and actions as well as responsibility for an

action (Machin & Mayr, 2012: 137). This construction could somehow make the text more

ambiguous and vague. In the case, norm construction of the word "research" means that it is

simply an exact thing rather than a process, it conceals some important agency of a process.

If the author uses verb forms of the word "research" constructs it as a process, then it

depends on some participants to conduct it in specific time for certain purpose, the author is

supposed to depict what the research is, who carries on the research, when does someone do

the research, how they carry on it and why they do this research. But if the author uses norms

construction of the word, it somehow means that the research is an actual entity and the

author only need to indicate what it is. As a result, the main agency of the event could be
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changed from participants, approaches, time and purpose of research, to the results of the

research. Generally we can change the first sentences as :

Scientists (Names of scientists) conducted research through certain methods (what
approaches they use to get the results) to investigate effects of wearing contacts lenses
in haze days in November (or other time), they found that...

Nominalisation is specifically important when authors seek to represent processes and events

through abstractions instead of through the micro-details of who did what to whom (Machin

& Mayr, 2012: 162). Through using nominalisation, information like who are participants and

responsible for the results, how they get the results and why they do research are omitted and

absence, which is crucial for the results and audiences. Nominalisation could narrow down

audiences' thinking and vision and it is somehow a lexical absence in the case. People are

removed and also responsibility for the action has been removed (Machin & Mayr, 2012: 140).

Without mentioning participants of a process, the post somehow encourages participants not

be responsible for the results as audiences would not know who they are. Not only

nominalisation and suppression, the author also attempted to influence audiences by

claiming to have power over audiences in the case. We can fine imperative words like "do not

wear contact lenses", "use glasses as soon as possible", "repost it and remind those who has

myopia" in the post. The author not only suggests audiences do or not to do something

because of health, but also asks them to disseminate the post through reposting it and

reminding others. Besides, the author also uses items like "xeroma", "keratitis" which are

official-sounding and professional-sounding terms to connote science and specific knowledge.

Use of directives and claiming specialist knowledge are ways to convey authority and have

impacts on audiences (Machin & Mayr, 2012: 42). The post does not help audiences to gain a

clear and concrete sense about the research process or offer available suggestions for both

individuals, organizations or governments. Rather, it conceals important agents and gives

commands to audiences. Seemingly, audiences just need to trust the suggestions without

questioning them, follow commands but main participants would not be blamed as though

there is any mistakes. I also found such ambiguity due to structural opposition in other posts,

which can be served as an opposite comparison with the second case. In 2016 December

22nd, People Daily released a post to indicated 4 rumors of haze problems. In the post, one of

the rumors indicated that:

Materials of regular contact lenses are smooth, particles of haze can hardly
agglutinate on contact lenses as tears can clean eyes. Besides, contact lenses can fully
cover cornea, so it is impossible that particles would reach on or get into eyes.
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Here is the content of the post, it somehow means that using contact lenses in haze days

could prevent particle from entering eyes, individuals could use contact lenses in haze days. It

is rather opposite with the post in December 24th, 2015, which suggests people not to wear

contact lenses in foggy days as it would cause eye illnesses. It is hard to identify why People

Daily would create such ambiguity to confuse audiences, but as Wodak and Meyer (2012)

said, nominalisation can be important ideologically, it leads to that no any set of participants

would be responsible for the circumstances (Machin & Mayr, 2012: 139). Constructions are

vague and ambiguous through nominalisation, research could not be precise and accurate,

"answers" or "findings" could be easily changed as no one would be blamed despite someone

has made some mistakes.

Besides, the author also applies presupposition in the case. The first sentence "materials of

regular contact lenses are smooth", it signifies that if someone uses contact lenses in haze

days and leads to eye illnesses, the reason is that he or she does not use regular contact lenses

rather and he or she should be responsible for himself/herself. However, the definition of

"regular contact lenses" is absent in the text. Namely, the author, in general, use this

statement to suggest that he or she just offers undefined information for audiences but they

would not be responsible for mistakes in the post.

Through critical discourse analysis about haze-related suggestions of People Daily, we found

that approaches like suppression, nominalisation, presupposition are applied by authors.

Nominalisation and presupposition are important tools where authors wish to persuade

without stating ideologies overtly (Machin & Mayr, 2012: 162). Through conducting these

instruments, in terms of discourse about haze-related suggestions, authors mainly seek to

present their suggestions without any micro-details of agents or events, or explications of

advises so as to gloss over information which they do not wand audiences know, as well as

convey authority, influence and persuade audiences.

Empirical examples of audience interaction
The section will show examples of audiences' comments based on table 4. From the table 4,

most of the audiences oppose the idea that car emission is the main cause of haze problems.

Such as the following examples of two audiences:

You always say car exhausts is the main reason, but can you tell me why haze
problem is also very serious in the midnight? At that time few people drive cars, but
real-time AQI (air quality index) is still very high because some industrial factories
are still polluting air.
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Car exhaust is just a weak excuse and it reveals the truth, that is industrial emission
as governments and corporations do not want to pay for solving haze problem.
Believe it or not, I think it is rumor and I do not believe what People Daily said.

Besides, some of them disagree with that central heating would not lead to serious haze

problems. The following texts are one of the examples that indicates why audiences oppose to

it:

I think central heating can lead to severe haze as in summer I have never seen serious
haze, the weather is good and air quality is much better than winter, but in winter
especially the months when people begin to use central heating like November or
December, haze problem becomes very serious.

From these comments of audiences, we can find that audiences usually hold opposed or

distrusted attitudes and they also explain why they question discourse of People Daily in

terms of haze issues. On the other hand, discourse of People Daily on Weibo still has impacts

on part of audiences (around 13%). For example:

Restricting use of vehicles is necessary, those who always use cars are also
responsible for haze problems.

In the case, around 20% of audiences complained and blamed governments as they deem

that governments always shirk their responsibilities and they have never done any practical

things to solve the problem. We can see the following examples:

Please give me a example to prove that you have done something for haze problems.

Who can be responsible for people dying of pollution-related diseases? If governments,
as well as corporations, would be responsible for it? They do nothing and become
more and richer. However, individuals have to spend their life to pay for pollution

Mainstream and government always try to distract people's attention and persuade
us that haze is not so serious rather than thinking about how to solve and take
actions.

Why don't you set smoke filters for boilers? Why don't you set exhausts filters for cars?
Why don't you take actions? There are many available approaches, solving haze
problems relies on practical actions rather than just saying. No matter what kinds of
solutions, as long as it works, it should be encouraged and carried on (Image 1).
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Image 1 Comments of the audience

Also, we can find interaction of audiences that highlight severity of haze problems and appeal

to give enough attention for haze problems in different areas. Such as:

Please pay attention to haze problems in Jiangsu it is really really serious

There are 10 persons that I knew died of lung cancer. I never noticed that cancer is so
common before, but now I think pollution counts more for cancer (Image 2).

Image 2 Comments of the audience

A small number of audiences choose to keep neutral attitude and some of them propose

solutions to solve haze problem, like these two comments:

Firstly, find out what are pollution sources and announce results publicly; Secondly,
propose systematical solutions and plans, carry them on in detail in every day;
Thirdly, promoting accountability system and ensure who are the first responsible
person and the second responsible person; Finally, establish effective evaluations and
forceful rewards and punishments.

Haze problem is not technical problem, rather it is social problem. If the government
closes all industrial factories, of course, haze problem could be solved. However, it
would cause decrease of economy, depressed markets, a lot of people would lose their
jobs, which have great danger to the civil order. "Governing a large country is like
frying a small fish," it is quite hard to balance and control (Image 3)
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Image 3 Comments of the audience

Analysis of audience interaction
This part of the analysis is about the audience interaction, namely, it is analysis about how

audience reacts, interact or negotiate the discourse of People Daily in the case of haze

problem, and discussion about the shift in power brought by social media. Through

interaction of audiences, it shows that social media, in this case, has given people the chance

for critical debate and to blame the government and economic elites for not taking action to

solve haze problem. Audiences are becoming more powerful on Weibo in the case of haze

issues, as they have opportunities to present their comments about haze problems and

oppose to discourse of media or authorities. While People Daily has less power to construct

discourse and set agenda to influence audiences, audiences pay more attentions on agents

which it gives less mentions like haze solutions and responsibilities, namely, media cannot

easily distract attention of audiences and determine the scope of the public debate about the

issue.

Since this takes place in China, social media, in this case, has given people the chance for

critical debate and to blame the government and economic elites for not taking actions to

solve problem, this is a significant change in the Chinese contest. As I introduced above,

unlike most of the western countries, in China, for much of its history it was an authoritarian

country, governments attempted to control public opinions and thoughts. One could never

oppose to governments and blame authorities. Strict censorship for media organizations and

less freedom of expression have remained for a long time and individuals have already been

used to keep silence. People Daily as an official media, it attempts to voice for governments

and its discourse represent governments' discourse and representations. As Yang (2007)

stated, media can affect audiences' opinion about importance or priorities of specific issues

through different discourses orders of the issues (Yang & Yang, 2007). In the case of haze

problems, People Daily constructs its discourse to distract attentions from responsibilities

and solutions. However, audiences are not guided and affected by it, rather, they oppose

People Daily on Weibo, such as disagreement of haze reasons. They also voice for themselves,

for example, they point out the severity of haze problems in their cities. Moreover, they can

also publicly blame authorities for shirking responsibilities and not tacking practical actions

in terms of haze problems.
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So what is interesting and important here is that their discourse somehow examine that at

least in case of haze problems, the situation of monopoly of discourse by authorities is

changing gradually: People Daily has less power to set while audiences has enjoyed an open

and less-controlled media environments on Weibo and gain more initiatives of discourse in

network. the discourse of mainstream media is challenged and questioned by a great number

of individuals and organizations, audiences are able to critically judge media discourse

concerning haze issues and not be easily led or influenced by official media. Despite Weibo is

also censored by governments and freedom of speech is not be granted completely by

governments, as Kay, Zhao and Daniel stated, there are multiple ways in which discourses of

air pollution are produced and contested by different users of Weibo and it is capable of

empowering citizens to prompt the events (Kay et al. 2014). Weibo is less controlled a public

sphere to discuss the haze issues, which contains different discourses of both media and

audiences and enables their discourse to disseminate rapidly and broadly.

As for People Daily or other mainstream media organization, each post of them is possible to

gain a significant amount of comments, namely, as audiences all have access to present their

opinions and engage in public discussion of haze problems, comments of audiences are far

more than the discourse of mainstream media in the case of haze problems. Hence, now

netizens all have access to see discourses of other netizens or organizations which might not

voice for governments but point out practical and truthful problems of haze issues. Besides,

as far as we known, it is easy for authorities to control public discourse in the mass media era

as they only need to strictly censor and control the mass media organizations. But in the new

media era, as Wei stated, it is unrealistic for anyone or any organization to control the

information flow on Internet (Wei, 2009). So on Weibo, it is rather difficult for governments

to control thousands of haze-related discourses of a great number of individuals and

organizations. Discourse as a site for the production of knowledge and struggle over power

seems especially apt for understanding today's media environment (Orgad, 2012: 69).

In the case of haze problems, public discourse as a site for the production of haze-related

information and knowledge, are slowly changing the interaction between audiences and

media concerning haze issues, audiences do not have to be passive recipients, they become

active to participate in public debate of haze issues on social media. While media discourse of

haze issues are usually questioned, criticized and challenged by audiences, power of People

Daily's discourse is decreasing and becoming passive in the case of haze problems.

Summary and conclusion
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The study is to answer the research questions: How does People Daily construct discourse of

haze issue on Weibo? And in what way are the discourses strengthened, negotiated or

opposed through audience interaction? From a larger perspective, it is about media

representations of an environmental issue on social media through discourse analysis in the

Chinese context. Eventually, I employ quantitative mapping and qualitative analysis to

analyze People Daily's discourse in the case of its posts about haze-related reasons and

suggestions as well as look at how the discourses strengthened, negotiated or opposed

through audience interaction. Based on the analysis, I found that in terms of the first

research question, People Daily applies approaches like lexical absence, nominalisation,

presupposition and so on to construct discourse regarding haze issue. It seeks to omit or

reveal some crucial points about haze issue, distract audiences' attentions and have power

over audiences.

From the case of its discourse about haze reasons, by conducting lexical absences People

Daily never gives certain and precious answers about what causes haze problem, what is the

main reason, why are these reasons, what influences they have on air quality and how they

get results about haze reasons. As a result, the answer of haze reasons remains unclear

through vague discourse of People Daily. In case of its discourse regarding haze-related

suggestions, by adopting discourse instruments like nominalisation and presupposition,

instead of reminding audiences with scientific evidence, certain indication and respectful

tone, People Daily attempts to persuade audiences to follow its suggestions without

mentioning what and why the discourse of haze-related suggestions are not precise and

practical, its discourse intend to have impacts on audiences and convey authority.

When it comes to the second question, based on audiences' interaction and attitudes toward

People Daily's discourse, I found that interactions between audiences and media are slowly

changing due to the open media environment of Weibo concerning haze issues. The change is

that audiences are becoming more active in public discussion about the haze issue, they do

not remain silence any longer, rather, they present their ideas and suggestions on Weibo in

case of haze problem, their comments oppose to authorities and criticize governments. And

media are becoming passive on Weibo in the case of haze issue. The discourse of media is

usually questioned and challenged by audiences, power of media to set agenda and affect

audiences is decreasing. Despite Weibo is also controlled by authorities and is not absolutely

open, audiences have gained chances to voice for themselves as it is difficult for authorities to

completely control a lot of discourses onWeibo.
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There are still limitations of the study. What the study do not reach includes 1. The focus of

study in terms of social media is Weibo, however, there are other popular social media

platforms in China that I did not investigate, such as Wechat, Renren and so on, they also

used by media, governments as well as individuals. So future studies could move on to other

social media like Wechat and conduct discourse study to find out how media organizations or

governments construct discourse on these social media. 2. My study only pays attention to

haze issue, however, in terms of environmental issues, there are other choices like water

resources problem, protection of wildlife, climate change, desertification and so on. These are

also severe in China or other countries which also need to get more attentions and carry on

more researches. 3. In terms of media organizations, the study only chooses one of the

mainstream media organizations People Daily as case. Whereas, it is also interesting to focus

on media organizations which are non-mainstream media. Besides, in terms of mainstream

media, future studies could move to the case of Xinhua News, China Daily and CCTV (China

Central Television) to conduct discourse analysis. Finally, future studies could bring research

to a global perspective or focus on other areas which are also under-researched.
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